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It is generally believed that cross-pollination is of little or no importance to avocado fruit
set in California.
Probably the two most authoritative and comprehensive discussions of the California
avocado industry are by Chandler (1) and by Hodgson (3). According to Chandler (1), p.
213, "Fuerte seems to fruit about as well in (large solid) blocks or as single isolated
trees as in closely mixed plantings. If cross-pollination increases its crops, that increase
is too small to be detected among the results of other influences . . ." Earlier, Hodgson
(3), p. 65, had written in similar vein: ". . . no case has yet been brought to light in this
state where the provision of cross-pollination has measurably improved either the
regularity of bearing or the amount of yield of individual trees or solid plantings of single
varieties . . ."
Neither the University of California Extension Avocado Committee (2) nor the Variety
Committee of the California Avocado Society (4) make any mention of provision for
cross pollination in their recommendations of varieties for planting.
On the other hand, Mr. Don Gustafson had come to question this assumption that
cross-pollination has no appreciable effect on fruit set, from grower contacts and his
own observations as Farm Advisor in Subtropical Horticulture for San Diego county.
One grove, in which the owner felt that Fuerte trees nearer Topa Topa interplants set
more fruits, was that of John M. Best, Pauma Valley. This grove is laid out in such a
way that any real fruit set differences can readily be determined and the statistical
significance checked.
Our procedure was simply to count the number of fruits on each Fuerte tree. The counts
were made in October of 1957. The results are given in Table 1, which also shows the
field setup. The Fuerte trees had been planted in February of 1950 with a spacing of 28
feet square. In February of 1951 seedling trees were planted between the Fuerte trees
at ten row intervals; in September of 1951 these seedlings were top-worked to Topa
Topa. These Topa interplant rows were designed simply for wind protection.
In Table 1 the vertical rows (which actually run north-south) are designated "columns" in
order to distinguish them from the horizontal rows (east-west). Thus the Fuerte trees in

columns 1 and 2 adjoin the Topa Topa trees between them, and the same is true of
columns 11 and 12 and also 21 and 22. The most obvious conclusion from Table 1 is
that fruit set per tree was highly variable. This, of course, is typical of avocados. Thus,
the Fuerte tree at column 2, row 12 adjoins a Topa and set 71 fruits, while in column 3
(not adjoining Topas) three different Fuerte trees had set over 200 fruits. Similarly, the
adjoining Fuerte at column 21, row 6 set 23 fruits, while a tree in column 20 set 202.
The Fuerte at column 7, row 3—as far removed from from the Topa interplants as the
setup allows—had set 359 fruits.
However, when the column averages at the bottom of the table are examined, a definite
pattern emerges. This pattern is made clearer when allowance is made for the fact that
average yields gradually decrease as column number increases, toward the right of the
table. With this qualification, the column averages of Table 1 become reasonably
consistent: Fuerte trees which adjoin Topas set about two-and-one-half times as many
fruits as Fuerte trees one row or more removed from Topa interplants. Averaged over all
22 vertical rows, Fuerte trees immediately adjoining Topas set 203.2 fruits per tree; the
remaining Fuertes set an average of only 83.7 fruits per tree.

In a second section of this same grove, Hass trees had been interplanted among some
of the Fuerte rows. Three isolated Fuerte rows in this section had set an average of
99.3 fruits per tree, while four rows of Fuerte trees which have Hass interplants had set
157.6 fruits on the average.
Since Topa Topa and Fuerte usually overlap for much of their respective blooming
periods, while Hass generally blooms later, it is not surprising that Topa ordinarily has a
much greater cross-pollinating effect on Fuerte than does Hass.
What is the importance of this to California avocado growers? In the first place, it should
be borne in mind that our data are for just one region, for just one fruiting variety, and

for just one year. With regard to the last-named limitation, the owners of the grove—
John and Helen Best—state that they observed an increased set on neighboring Fuerte
trees the first year that the Topas bloomed extensively (1954). They have noted the
same differential yield each year thereafter, with the possible exception of 1956 when a
severe summer heat wave resulted in the loss of most of the crop. With regard to the
other two limitations, we as yet have not found another grove of avocados any place
which even approaches the Best grove in suitability of layout for testing cross-pollination
effects. In other words, effects this great could be present in other regions and with
other varieties, without anyone being able to show with statistical certainty that any
effect whatsoever was present.
For example, in Ventura County we learned of a grove in which the owner feels that he
has beneficial effect on the set of his Edranols from cross-pollination by Mac-Arthur
trees. We examined the grove. The Edranols indeed have set crops unusually heavy for
that variety. But the MacArthurs and Edranols are completely interplanted—there are no
Edranol trees by themselves for a comparison. Hence it is quite impossible to say why
the Edranols here set heavy crops regularly. Cross-pollination is only a guess.
We would be most happy to hear from any grower who has a grove layout which may
lend itself to a study of the relationship between cross-pollination and fruit set. Whether
or not the grower has observed any relationship is immaterial, we are looking for all
available evidence, negative or positive.
It seems reasonable to suppose that cross-pollinating effects will vary with variety,
geographical region, season, and other factors. Varieties differ in flower behavior and
probably in pollen vigor and longevity. Location would be expected to influence flower
and pollen performance through climate. Climate varies from year to year.
Until much more evidence is in, we would suggest that action by interested growers be
limited to the following. First, assistance with the accumulation of further evidence, as
noted above. Secondly, growers who are bothered by usually low yields may benefit
from top-working to scattered branches of a different variety. We will be glad to assist in
the planning of such a topworking program, and within limits we may be able to assist in
the actual topworking procedure, if this is desired. Finally, we will be glad also to assist
in planning new plantings so that the grower can profit from any cross-pollination effect
that may be present. This would be of greater interest to those wishing to plant such
notoriously erratic bearers as the Fuerte variety.
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